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ABSTRACT

Knowledge of ore grades and ore reserves as well as error estimation of these values, is fundamental for mining engineers and mining
geologists. Until now no appropriate scientific approach to those estimation problems has existed: geostatistics,the principles of which are
summarized in this paper, constitutes a new scienceleading to such an
approach. The author criticizes classical statistical methods still in use,
and shows some of the main results given by geostatistics. Any ore
depositevaluation as well as proper decisionof starting mining operations

should be preceded by a geostatisticalinvestigation which may avoid

economic

failures.

RESUME

Pour tout mineur et g•ologue minier, la connaissancedes teneurs
et du tonnage et l'appr&iation des erreurs sur ces grandeurs est fondamentale. Or, jusqu'h present, il n'existait pas d'approche scientifique
correcte de ces probl•mes.
La g•ostatistique,dont les principes sont rasum(•sdans cet article,
est la nouvelle sciencequi permet cette approche. L'auteur indique les
m•thodes statistiques ant•rieures et encore courantes et donne quelquesunsdes ri•sultats principaux de la g•ostatistique.
Toute (•valuation de gisement et route d&ision de mise en exploitation devrait &re pr&i•d•e d'une &ude g•ostatistique permettant
de limiter le risque d'une d•convenue ultb•rieure.
INTRODUCTION

AND

SHORT

HISTORICAL

STATEMENT

GEOSTATISTICS,
in their most generalacceptation,are concernedwith the
study of the distributionin spaceof usefulvaluesfor miningengineersand
geologists,such as grade, thickness,or accumulation,including a most
important practical application to the problemsarising in ore-deposit
evaluation.

Historicallygeostatistics
are as old as miningitself. As soonas mining
men concernedthemselveswith foreseeingresults of future works and, in

particularas soonas they startedto pick and to analyzesamples,and compute mean grade values, weighted by correspondingthicknessesand influence-zones,
one may considerthat geostatistics
were born. In so far as
they take into account the spacecharacteristicsof mineralization, these
traditional methodsstill keep all their merit. Far from disprovingthem,
moderndevelopmentsof the theory have adoptedthem as their starting
point and have broughtthem up to a higherlevel of scientificexpression.
However, assumingthey could provide a correctevaluationof mean
values,the traditionalmethodsfailed to expressin any way an important
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character of mineralizations, which is their variability or their dispersion.
Some scoresof years ago, classicalprobability calculustechniquesbegan to
be used in order to take into account

this characteristic.

If an unskillful

application of those techniques has sometimes led to absurdities, it remains
certain that, on the whole, restilts have been profitable. In a way this is a
paradox, for classical statistical methods, in so far as they are not concerned
with the spatial aspect of the studied distributions, actually cannot be
applied. As a matter of fact, the South-African school,which has recorded
the most remarkable results with Krige, Sichel, used to say, and believed
that they were applying classicalstatistics. But the methods they were
developing differed more and more from classicalstatistics, and adjusted
themselvesspontaneously to their object.
The seconddecisive change appeared when the insufficiencyof classical
probability calculus was clearly understoodas well as the necessityof reintroducing the spatial characters of the distributions. It consisted in
realizing on a higher level the synthesis between traditional and statistical
Inethods. Hence, geostatisticsstarted elaborating their own methods and

their own mathematical formalism, which is nothing else than an abstract
formulation and a systematization of secular mining experience. This
formalism has inherited from its statistical origin a languagein which one
still speaksof variahce and covariance, including however in those notions
a new content.

This similarity in vocabulary must not deceive.

At the

end of a protracted evolution, the geostatisticaltheory had to admit that
it was facing, insteadof random occurrences,natural phenomenadistributed
in space. And, therefore, its methodsare approximately these of mathematical physicsand more specially those of harmonic analysis.
INSUFFICIENCY

OF

CLASSICAL

STATISTICAL

CONCEPTS

To be brief, we shall limit ourselves,in what follows, to the distribution

of ore-gradesin a deposit. The resultsthat will be obtained will however
have a general range and will be applicable to any character owned by a
spatial distribution. In an usualstatistical approach,the gradesof samples
pickedin a depositare classifiedon a histogram. Sucha proceduredoesnot
take into account the location of samplesin the deposit. But it is not
enough to know the frequency of a given ore-gradein a deposit. It is also
necessaryto know in what way the different grades follow each other on the
field, and speciallywhat is the size and the position of economicorebodies.
At the starting point of the theory we have to face one fact: the inability
of common statistics to take into account the spatial aspect of the phenomenon, which is precisely its most important feature.
More precisely,the aim of the classicalprobability calculusis the study
of aleatory variables. The mere example of the heads or tails game shows

clearly what is goingon. Let us record h-1 each time the coin falls on tails
and --1 in the oppositecase. Before throwing the coin, there is no way of
forecastingwhether h- 1 or --1 will be recorded; we only know that there is
one chance out of two for one or the other of these two opportunities. An
aleatory variable hasclassicallytwo essentialproperties:1) The possibility,
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theorically at least, of repeating indefinitely the test that assigns to the
variable a numerical value; we can for example, throw the coin as often as
we want. 2) The independenceof each test from the previous and the next
ones; if all the 100 first attempts have given tails, there remains however
one chanceout of two for the 101st attempt to give heads.
It appears clearly that a given ore-grade within a deposit cannot have
those two properties. The content of a block of ore is first of all unique.
This block is mined only once and there is no possibility of repeating the
test indefinitely. When the grade of a sample is concerned, which may be
a groove sample of a given size for example, the result is exactly the same,
becausethe grade of a groove located in a point with coordinates (x, y) is
unique and well determined. However it is possibleto pick a secondsample
closeto the first, then a third one, etc....
which showsan apparent possibility of repeating the test. Actually, it is not exactly the same test but
a slightly different one. But even assuming this possibility of repetition,
the secondproperty will surely not be respected. Two neighboringsamples
are certainly not independent. They tend, in average,to be both high-grade
if they originate from a high-grade block of ore, and vice-versa. This
tendency, more or less stressed,expressesthe degree of more or less strong
continuity in the variation of grades within the mineralized space.
The misunderstandingof this fact and the rough transpositionof classical
statisticshas sometimesled to surprisingmisjudgments. Around the fifties,
in mining exploration, it was advised to draw lots to locate each drilling
(i.e., to locate them exactly anywhere). Miners of coursewent on still using
traditional regular grid pattern sampling,and geostatisticscould later prove
they were right. Or elseagain, it was urged that the accuracyof ore evaluation of a depositdependedonly on the number of samples(and not on their
location) and varied as the square root of this number. This unskillful
transposition of the theory of errors led to absurdities. For example, if a
given depositis exploredby drilling, it would sufficeto cut the coresin 5 mm
piecesinsteadof 50 cm piecesto obtain 100 times more samples,and therefore 10 times higher accuracy. This, of course,is wrong. The multiplicity
of samplesthus obtained is a fallacy, and does nothing more than repeat
indefinitely the same information, without yielding anything else. Geostatistics actually show that accuracy is the same with piecesof 5 mm and
50 cms, as every miner understandsinstinctively.
NOTION

OF

REGIONALIZED

VARIABLE

Thus a grade cannot in any way be assimilated to an aleatory variable.
We speak of regionalizedvariables preciselyin order to stressthe spatial
aspectof the phenomena. A regionalizedvariable is, sensustricto,an actual
function, taking a definite value in each point of space.
In generalsucha functionhas propertiestoo complexto be studiedeasily
through common methods of mathematical analysis. From the point of
view of physicsor geology,a given numberof qualitative characteristicsare
linked to the notion of regionalizedvariable.
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a) In the first place, a regionalizedvariable is localized. Its variations
occurin the mineralizedspace(volumeof the depositor of the strata), which
is called geometrical
field of the regionalization. Moreover sucha variable
is in general defined on a geometricalsupport (holder). In the case of an
ore-grade,this support is nothing but the volume of the sample, with its
geometricalshape, its size and orientation. If, in the same deposit, the
geometricalsupport is changed,a new regionalizedvariable is obtained,
which showsanalogieswith the first one, but doesnot coincidewith it.
For instance,samplesof 10 Kg corresponding
to drill coresare not distributed in the same way as samplesof 10 tons correspondingto blasts.
Often the caseof a punctual supportwill be considered. A punctual grade,
for example, will take value 0 or value + 1 accordingto whether its support
will fall into a barren or mineralized grain.
b) Secondly, the variable may showa more or lesssteady continuity in its
spatial variation, which may be expressedthrough a more or lessimportant

deviation between the grades of the two neighboring samples mentioned
above. Somevariableswith a geometricalcharacter (thicknessor dip of a
geologicalformation) are endowed with the strict continuity of mathematicians. Fairly often (for grades or accumulations) on13 a more lax continuity •vill exist or, in other words, a continuity "in average." In some
circumstances,even this "in average" continuity will not be confirmed,and
then we shall speak of a nuggeteffect.
c) Lastly the variable may show different kinds of anisotropies. There
may exist a preferential direction along which gradesdo not vary significantly, while they vary rapidly along a cross-direction. Those phenomena
are well known under the names of runs, or zonalities.
To those general characters, common to any regionalized variable, specific featurescan be superimposed. For example,in the caseof a sedimentary deposit, a stratificationeffect,will be noted. Large-scalestratification
providesindividualizable and separatelyminable strata. Inside each strata
it may appear by the existenceof bedsfollowingone another vertically, and
separated by discontinuity surfaces. The grade, almost constant or barely
varying inside a given bed, will vary abruptly from one bed to another;
however common and familiar this phenomenon appears to be, it is still
fundamental, and a theoretical formulation of the problem that would not
take it into account would miss the point. It will happen as well that to
those vertical discontinuities, stressed by jointing, will be added lateral
discontinuities,owing to the lenticular endingsof beds. This bed-relaying
phenomenon,when it does exist, shows up at each stratigraphic level a
partitioning of the sedimentation area into micro-basins with almost autono-

mousevolution, and may appear during operationthrough grade-limiteffect.
In the same way in stockwerk types of deposits,high-gradeveinlets or
granulesindividualizedin a more or lessimpregnatedmasswill be observed.
This stockwerkeffect,just as the stratification and bed relaying effects, expressesthe appearanceof a discontinuity net-work within a homogeneous

geometrical
field. On a very differentscale,that of granularity,the nugget
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effect appearsas a phenomenonof the samenature, the net-work of discontinuities beinghere that one separatingbarren from mineralizedgrains.
Those different specificaspectsof spatial distribution of regionalized
variables--far apart from classicalprobability calculus--mustcompulsorily
be taken into account by geostatistics. This is made possibleowing to a
simplemathematicaltool: the variogram.
THE

VARIOGRAM

The variogramis a curverepresentingthe degreeof continuity of mineralization. Experimentally, one plots a distanced in abcissaand, in ordinate,

the meanvalueof the squareof the differencebetweenthe gradesof samples
picked at a distanced one from the other. Theoretically, let f(.U) be the
value taken in a point M of the geometricalfield V by a regionalizedvariable
definedon a givengeometricalsupportv (in generalsupportv will be small
and the limit may be consideredas punctual). The semi-variogram
'r (h), or
law of dispersion,is defined,for a vectorialargumenth, by the expression:

'r(h)
=•VfffvEf(M'4-h)-f(M')]-•dV.
(1)
In general,the variogramis an increasingfunctionof distanceh, since,
in average,the farther both samplesare one from the other, the moretheir
gradesare different. It givesa precisecontentto the traditional conceptof
the influence
zoneof a sample. The moreor lessrapidincreaseof the variogram represents,indeed,the moreor lessrapid deteriorationof the influence
of a given sampleover more and more remotezonesof the deposit. The
qualitativecharacteristics
of regionalization
are very well expressed
through
the variogram:

a) The greateror lesserregularityof nfineralization
is represented
by the
more or less regular behavior of 3'(h), near the origin. It is possibleto

distinguishroughlyfour types (Fig. 1). In the first type the variogramhas

¾(h)

Continue type

Linear type
Fro.

Nugget effect

Random type

1.

a parabolictrend at the origin, and representsa regionalizedvariable with
high continuity, suchas a bed-thickness.

The secondtype, or linear type, is characterizedby an obliquetangent
at the origin,andrepresents
a variablewhichhasan "in average"continuity.
This type is the mostcommonfor gradesin metalliferousdeposits.
The third type revealsa discontinuityat the originand corresponds
to a
variablepresentingnot evenan "in average"continuity,but a nuggeteffect.
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The fourth type is a limit case correspondingto the classicalnotion of
random variable. Between type I (continuous functional) and type 4
(purely random) appearsa range of intermediates,the study of which is the
proper object of geostatistics.
b) The variogram is not the same along different directionsof the space.
Function -•(h) definedin (1) doesnot only dependupon the length, but also
upon the direction of vector h. Preferential trends, runs, and shoots are
revealed through the study of the distortion of variogram when this direction is altered. Geological interpretation of such anisotropies is often
instructive.

c) Structural characters are also reflected in the variogram. For instance, the bed-relaying phenomenonappears in the experimental curve as
a level stretch of the variogram beyond a distance, i.e., a range equal to the
mean diameter

of the autonomous

micro-basins

of sedimentation.

And the

y(h)

Fic.

2.

fact that these ranges are not the same along different directions makes it
possibleto determine the directionsof elongation,and the averageshapeof
the micro-basins.

This tool, the variogram, does not represent the totality nor the local
details of the mineralizing phenomenon,but it expressesin a synthetic form
their essentialcharacters. The harmonic analysisof a vibratory phenomenon assignsfor each harmonic a phase and an amplitude. The local outline
of the phenomenondependsmostly upon phases,but energy dependsonly
upon the square of amplitudes. The spectral curve giving the squaresof
the amplitudes doesnot describethe whole phenomenonbut givesan account
of the essential,i.e., the energeticcharacteristics. The variogram (or more
precisely its Fourier's transformed curve) plays exactly the part of such a
spectral curve.

In the following paragraphs,a few of the possibleapplicationsof variograms will be run over. It is obviouslyout of the questionto give here a
systematicstudy. I will merely mention someexamplesand severalcharacteristic formulae. For more details I kindly ask the reader to refer to my
"Treatise of Applied Geostatistics." x
1Editions Technip, Paris, Tome I (1962)--Tome

II

(Le Krigeage) (in press). Tome III

(l'effet de p6pite et les ph•nom•nes de transition) to be published.
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ABSOLUTE-DISPERSION
(OR_*INTRINSIC)
LAW
The semi-variogram defined in (1) is bound to the geometrical field V
of the regionalizedvariable. If, insteadof the total field [7, only a portion
W of it would have beenconsidered,a function -• (h) possiblydifferent from
-•(h) would have been obtaiaed. I lowever, we have the intuitive notion
that in a geologicallyhomogeneousgeometrical field there might be some-

thing intrinsic,independentfrom location,in the characteristicsrepresenting
the variabilities of regionalizedvariable.
Formulated in an accurateway, that intuition leads to the hypothesisof
an absolutedispersionor intrinsic law expressedthrough the equation'
=

which means that the variograln is independentfrom the portion V' of the
deposit V selected for its calculation. It may be said at once, that this
hypothesisis not really essentialto the developmentof the theory and it is
possibleto eliminate it becauseof some mathematical complications?
Nevertheless it makes the statement of the theory much easier, and for
that reason it will be followed here. A slow deviation of the variogram in
space is generally ascertained through experienceand if this drift does not
take too much importance, the resultsyielded by the hypothesisof an absolute dispersionlaw provide an excellent approximation of reality (on the
condition that -• (h) actually employed has been calculated from the actual
portions of the considereddeposit).
When this hypothesisis verified, the semivariogram -• (h) itself acquires
an intrinsic significance. It is often designatedunder the name of intrinsic
(or absolute)dispersionlaw or, more shortly, intrinsic function of regionalized
variable.
VARIANCES

AND

COVARIANCES

Let us considerin the first place, a regionalizedvariable (which will be
called grade in order to simplify) defined in a field 17,on a punctual support
and submitted to an intrinsic dispersionlaw -•(h). Let f(M) be the value
taken by the grade in a point 3I of the field V. Instead of the punctual
grade f(M) we usually are concernedwith the grade y(M) of a sample v,
of a given size, shape and orientation, picked at point (M). a This new
variable is deductedfrom the previousone through an integration performed
within

the volume

v centered

in

=f

+h)d.

(2)

To this variable will be bound a parameter measuring its dispersion
inside V, called variance, as in classical probability calculus. The mean
• Loc. cit., Tome

III.

• This means that the center of gravity of v is located at point M.
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value of the punctual variable inside V being m,

m= 7 .
the varianceof y (M) inside V is definedas the averagevalue within V of the
squareof the expressionI-y(M) - m-I, let:

a-•= •

. [-y(M)-- m-]"dv.

(3)

It will be noted that this notion has, at the outset, a geometrical and
not a probabilistic meaning. It will not deter us from calculating these
variances, in the applications, from experimental data with common statistical methods. Should they be taken accordingto their spatial order, as
in integral (3), or previouslyrearrangedin histograms,the sameexpressions
(y - m) are appearing, with the same weights in both the calculation procedures. But, on a conceptualground, definition (3) has a physical content
that the statistical motion has not. From expression(1) of the variogram,
of (2), and the definition (3) of the variance, one may deduce, reversing the
order of the integrations.

a-• = --[?2

dV

•/(h)d V' - -

dv

q,(h)dv'.

(4)

Each one of these sextupleintegrals has a very clear meaning: it representsthe average value of the -• (h) inside V(or v) when both the extremities
of vector h sweep,each one for its own account, the volume V(or v).
If we write:

F(V)
=•:_o
/, dV/.
'y(h)dI
•,
i.e., F(V) = average value of -•(h) inside
One gets:
_ r(v).

(s)

Thus kno•vledgeof the variogramof punctualgradesallowsthe "a priori"
calculationof the varianceof any samplev within any portion V of a deposit.
It will be noted that this variance does not depend only upon the sizesof
volumes v and V, but also upon their shapesand orientation.
Physical meaning of relation (4) is highly instructive. The variance of
a macroscopicsample v, consideredas the juxtaposition of a great number
of microsamples dr, does not depend in any way on the number of those
micro-samplesnor on their variances, but only on the average value of
intrinsic function -•(h) inside the geometricalvolume v. Classicalstatistics,
considering these micro-samples as independent, should lead to a variance
in terms of 1Iv. There doesnot actually exist any deposit in which 10 ton
blasts would have a variance a thousand times lower than that of 10 kg
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cores. Formula (4) showswhy. The gradesof micro-samples
are not independent at all. They are inserted into a spatial correlation lattice, the
nature of which is bound to the more or lesssteady continuity of mineralization, and which is expressedpreciselythrough the intrinsic dispersionlaw
•, (h). The gradesof the micro-samplesare much lessdifferent, on the average, than classicalstatisticswould indicate, and in consequence10 ton blasts
have a much higher variance than the thousandth of the variance of 10
kg cores.

The expressionof the variance in form (5) showsa law of additivity.
If we considerpanel V' and samplesv within a field V and if •2(V',V),
•e(v,V) and •2(v,V,) designatethe variancesof V' inside V, of v inside V
and v inside V', we get:

(v,v) =

(v,r') +

(r',

This formula is known as Krige's Formula. It has been establishedby
D. G. Krige in the case when the grades are distributed according to a
(statistical) lognormal law. Its validity is actually not linked to a special
statistical distribution law, but only to the existence of an intrinsic dispersion law.
Besides the variance, geostatistics introduce the notion of covariance.
If y(M) and z(M q- h) are the grades of two samplesv and v' centered in
two points M and M q- h, covariance (inside V) of y and z is the function
of h defined by:

•yz- 1/.
2 [y(M)- m][z(Mq-h)- m]dv.
It can be expressedthrough the variogram with a relation similar to (4):

O'yz
=F(V)
--l f•dv
f '•(k)dv'.

(6)

The secondintegral representsthe average value of •,(k), when both extremities of vector k sweep, respectively, volume v and volume v', at a
distance

h one from the other.

Let us consider, as a particular case, the isotropic de Wijs's 4 scheme.
It is defined by an intrinsic isotropic function of the form:
•,(r) = 3a In r

(7)

in which r = [hl representsthe modulusof the vectorial argument h, or
otherwise the distance between the two points M and M q- h. When
symbol In representsthe natural logarithm, parameter a is called absolute
dispersion. It characterizesindeed the dispersionof grades independently
from the shape and the volume of the samplesand of the deposit. In the
4 The starting point of development of the present theory is the original De Wijs's reasoning
which is a remarkable example of transition from classical statistics to geostatistics. Reference
to "Traite de Geostatistique Appliquee," where bibliographical references will be found.
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particular casewhere the volume of the salnplesis geometricallysimilar to
the volume V of the deposit, formulae (4) and (7) give'
(rs = aln--.

(8)

This formula, which is the Wijs's formula, does expressa principle of
similitude. It ceasesto be appliable generally as soonas the deposit is not
geometrically similar to the samples. It is however possibleto associateto
any geometrical volume v its linear equivalentd devined by relation:

lnd- 2 - v-• dv lnrdv'.

(9)

Formula (4) entails that sample v has the same variance in any deposit
as the linear sample of length d. If D and d are the linear equivalents of
the deposit and of the samplesrespectively, the variance may be set into
the form:
D

a-*= 3alnTThe linear equivalents have been calculated and tabulated for a certain
amount of geometricalfigures,and, in addition, we have at our disposalsome
simple approximation formulae. For example for a rectangle with sidesa
and b we have:

d =a+b.

For a parallelogram,with sidesa, b, and surface S:

d = •/a-•+ b2+ 2S.
For a triangle with sidesa, b, c, and Surface S:

d=

•/a"
+b
2+ 2S.
32+c

For a trapezium with basis

L+I
a

--

2

'

L-l

Median'

m

Surface'

S

4- F q- m 2

12mS

3L 2

+ 2s
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For a rectangular parallelepipedwith sidesa > b > c,
½

For an oblique parallelepiped with edges r•, rs, r3, faces S•, S2, S• and
volume V, we put up:

Rs=rF-+r2
2+r3
2
S• = S•+S•

•+S3

2,

and we obtain the followingapproximate equivalent:

d=

•oq_2S+ Sa

This notion of linear equivalent allows an easy comparison between
samplingsof different natures, at least in the case,common in metalliferous
deposits,where the law of dispersionhas the form (7).
ESTIMATION

VARIANCE

AND

EXTENSION

VARIANCE

One of the most practical problemsgeostatisticsare supposedto resolve
is the size of the possibleerror in the evaluation of a deposit. The general
characteristicsof regionalizedvariablesindicate that this error doesnot only

dependuponthe amountof pickedsamples,but first of all upontheir shapes,
their sizesand their respectivelocations,in other words, on the whole, upon
the geometryof achievedmining workings. These indicationsget a precise
meaning through the geostatisticalnotion of the estimation variance. Let
us supposethat, in order to estimatethe real unknowngradez of a deposit
or of a panel V, we know the grade x of a given net-work of mining workings
Mw.

The estimation error (z - x) has a simple, well determined value,

although unknown, for a given panel V as for the net-work Mw located
preferentially. In order to make out of this error a regionalizedvariable,
geostatisticsconsiderthe panel or the depositto be estimatedas a panel
extracted from a very large fictive deposit K. This deposit is supposedto
be ruled by the intrinsic dispersionlaw 3,(h) defined by the experimental
variogramcontrolledin miningworks•lw. We shallseethat the shapeand
the sizesassignedto K do not actually intervene. Let usimaginethat panel
V which is beingestimatedtravelsacrossthe large depositK, drawingwith
its attachedminingworks,the error (z - x) then appearsas a regionalized
variable with an average value equal to zero and a variance:
(lO)
This variance called estimation variance is calculated after variances •2,

a•2 and covariance a= of the variables z and x inside the field K, which are

themselvesgivenby formulaeof type (4) or (6). Field K interferesin the
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expressionof vz-ø;
vxsand vxzby the simpleconstant F(K) which is eliminated
in equation (10), so that the estimation variance v2is independentfrom the
choice of K, and is calculated after the formula:

• -

d

'• (h)d V'

In (11) V is the volume of the deposit being estimated and W that of
mining works Mw. The estimation variance v• is calculated after integration of the intrinsic function T(h) inside the geometrical volumes of the

depositand of the samples. In the sameway, as the variogram could give
to the concept of the influencezone of a sample a precisecontent, one may
say that the estimation variance (11) can give a precise meaning to the
"influence" of mining works over the whole deposit.
In practical calculations,formula (11) shouldbe difficult to use. Mining
works usually frame a discontinuous net-work in which the samples themselvesmay be picked discontinuously(for instance,groove samplescut off
according to a regular grid patturn in the drifts on a vein developed at
different levels). Volume V' interfering in (11) is the discontinuousvolume
set up by the lattice of samplesactually cut off and analyzed. An influence
zone is traditionally assignedto each individual sample, in the center of
which it is located and supposedto represent the grade. The error usually
performedin extending the grade of suchan individual sampleto its influence
zone can be representedby a type (11) variance, where V is the volume of
influencezone and W that of the sample.
Such a variance is called elementaryextensionvariance and can be calculated for a given T (h) in terms of geometrical parameters of the sample and
its influence-zone. On condition of certain approximation hypothesis,it is
possibleto prove that an estimation variance of type (11) can be calculated
by composingthe elementary extension variances.
In practice, two casesare to be distinguishedessentially. The elementary samplesnetwork, for an isotropicfunction • (h) may be isotropicsor not.
Let us mention, as an easy example of isotropic network, the square grid
pattern drilling. The errors made for an isotropicnetwork by extending to
each influence zone the grade of its central sample may be considered as
independent (in other words having a geostatistical covariance equal to
zero). In this case estimationvarianceis ob•ined by dividing the extension
variancea• • of eachsamplewithin its i•uence zoneby the numberN of these
influence zones.

•

1

o

(12)

5 More generally, for any given function 3,(h), the lattice may or not be adjusted to the anisotropy of function 3'(h). For questions concerning the different types of anisotropy, one should
refer to the Treatise of Applied Geostatistics.
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If, on the contrary the network is not isotropic, we are led to rearrange

the samplesalong lines or planes of maximum density, and to compose
extension variances of different natures. For example let us suppose a

vein-type deposit developedby drifts and channel sampled. In the first
place,we have to considerthe extensionvariance,El2 of a channelwithin
the length of a drift from which it hasbeencut off. If N is the total number
of channels, one can see that the estimation variance (1/N),E• 2 represents
the error obtained by extending the grade deduced from channelsaniples
over the mining works themselves. \Ve considerafterwards the extension

variance ,E22 of the grade (supposedto be perfectly well known) of a drift
inside its influence zone. The influence zone is here the panel composed
by joining both the half-levelslocatedaboveand below the drift. If n is
the number of developedlevels,the estimation variance (1/n),•2 2represents
the error obtained by extending the average grade supposedto be perfectly
well known of the mining works to the whole deposit. The resulting estimation variance

becomes:
1

1

0-2=

'- o-•:,
2.

(13)

It is usually necessaryto add an additional variance to this expression,

representingthe samplingand analyseserrors. The secondterm in suchan
expressionis usuallybroadly predominating. The greaterpart of the error
proceedsfrom the extensionof data from the miningworksto the deposit.
In particular, it would be no use to increaseindefinitelythe number N of
sampleswithout carrying out supplementarymining works. In fact, the
estimation variancecoincidesvery soonwith the (1/n),• • limit belowwhich
it cannot

decrease.

Tables and graphs giving the numerical values of elementary extension
variances have been established • for a given number of intrinsic functions
(especiallyfor type (7) of de Wijs's function). They allow a fast computation of estimation variances assignedto different drilling and underground
explorationschemes.
We offer for example a vein deposit conformableto a type (7) isotropic
de Wijs's schemeand developedby drifts. Let us also assumethat drifts
have been sufficiently well sampled as to reduce the first term of equation
(13) to zero.
Let h be the raise between two consecutivelevels (measuredinside the
plane of the vein). The extensionvarianceof a drift of length 1 within an
influence panel lh is proved to be:
rh

O'E2 •

O•--

21

This formula is valid only if h is small comparedto 1,but it may be used
until h = 1. When h > l, it must be replaced by a different formula. Let
o Treatise oJ Applied Geostatistics,Vol. I, for the de Wijs's functions.
of a nugget effect.

Vol. III

for the case
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us assume that lengths li,/2" '/,• are all superior to h. The estimation
variance is obtained by weighting the extensionvariance of each drift within
its influence panel by the square of the surface of this panel:

The explored mineralized surface being S = h(l• + 12 --. + l•) and the
total developed length being L = ll + l., + ... l,•, we obtain the following
remarkable

formula:
•rS
2 L•

Once the estimation variance has been calculated, one has still to interpret it for practical uses under the form of conventionalerror spread.
This aim is reached by allocating to this variance a probabilistic meaning.
By implicit reference to a gaussian model, we shall take it that the actual
average grade of the deposit is included within a 95% probability in the
range m 4- 2•, rn being the estimated grade. In other cases,particularly if

2v is not small towards rn, we shall take the spread rn exp (4-2a/m), by
reference to a lognormal model.

These implicit referencesto probabilistic models are mainly arbitrary.
Actually, the notion itself of statistical distribution of an estimation error

is doubtlesslymeaningless. The only thing which hasan objectivephysical
meaningis the variance. This is why we speakabout conventionalspreads.
Their practical interest residesin the fact that they draw a more intuitive
picture of the possibleerrors than variances themselves.
KRIGING

A secondapplicationof major importanceis providedby a geostatistical
procedurecalled "kriging." It consistsin estimatingthe grade of a panel by
computing the weighted average of available samples,somebeing located

inside others outside the panel. The grads of these samplesbeing x•,
xe, --. x•, we attempt to evaluate the unknown grade z of the panel with
a linear

estimator

z* of the form:

The suitable weightsa•-assignedto each sampleare determinedby two
conditions. The first one expressesthat z* and z must have the same average value within the whole large field I' and is written as:

The secondcondition expressesthat the a• have suchvalues that estimation varianceof z by z*, in other wordsthe kriging variance,shouldtake the
smallest possible value.
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This is formulated with a linear equation system related to ai, the coefficients of which are expressedwith the help of the variances and covariances
of the samples and of the panel. It is thus possible to tabulate, for each
intrinsic function, the coefficientsand the kriging variance in terms of geometrical parameters,appropriately for different configurations. Numerous
drilling and underground work configurations have thus been tabulated in
C4
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3.

the caseof an isotropicschemeof de \Viis. For information we show an example in Figure 3. The studiedconfigurationis usefulfor the appraisalof
a depositexploredby drilling, or for opencast selectivemining. It consists,
in the caseof a square grid pattern drilling, in the kriging of the influence
blocks of a drilling A with help of the grade of this central drilling A, and
thoseof the 8 nearestdrillings rearranged into two "aureolae" B•B2BaB4and
C•C2CaC4. Let u be the grade of A, v and w the average gradesof drillings
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B and C, the estilnator to be used is:

z* = (1-X-•)•t+Xv+•w.

In Figure 3, is plotted in abscissathe ratio h/a between the width h of
the formationand the sizea of the meshof the drilling grid and the numerical
valuesof X and u are read on the curvesas well as theseof the expression
(lf3a)v• •. The multiplicationof this last expressionby three times the
value of absolutedispersion,3a, yields the kriging variance.

Theoreticallyit is advantageous
to "krige" eachpanelby all the samples
located in the deposit, inside and outside this panel. In addition to the
great complexityof computationwhich growsvery fast, it appearsin numerical examplesthat it is usually unnecessaryto take into account remote
samples. In generalthe oneor two proximateaureolaeof externalsamples
are enoughto remove practically the whole effect of remainingexternal
samples. This is, in particular, the case of the configurationstudied in
Figure 3 whereboth aureoleB and C form an almostperfectscreentowards
all other external drillings.

Onecanevennoticethat for highvaluesof the hfa ratio, the weightu of
the secondaureolebecomesslight, so that the aureolemade out of the four B

drillingsconstitutesa screenby itselfalone. This screeneffectis a general
phenomenon
and playsan importantpart in the krigingtheory.
From a practicalpoint of view, the advantageof krigingis double. First
of all, as a result of the definitionitself of this procedure,it leadsto achieve
the best possibleestimationfor a given panel,that is to say the estimation

with minimalvariance. It canpaymostappreciable
services
by improving,
for example,the monthly output forecastfor different mine-sections,
and
especiallyin the casewherethe mineoperatoris compelledto supplyores
with characteristicsas constantas possible.

Howeverappreciable
they are, the improvements
of accuracyprovided

by the kriging would not alwaysjustify the amount of calculationsit requires. In most cases,the major interestof the proceduredoesnot come
for the reductionof estimationvariances
but fromits beingableto eliminate
the causeof systematical
error. A depositseldomhappensindeedto be

payablein the whole. Only somepanelschosenas payableaccording
to
the gradesof the samplescut off within them,are considered
as payable.
D. G. Krige7 hasprovedthat the resultsbasedonlyon insidesamplesinevitablyled to over-estimating
rich panelsand underestimating
poorones.
The geostatistical
notionof krigingallowsto expoundthis phenomenon
easilyand to rectify its effects. The selectedpanelbeinga rich one, the
aureolaof outsidesampleshas,in general,a lowergradethan that of inside
samples. Yet its influenceon the panelto be estimated,is not negligible,
sinceit is allocateda weightdifferentfrom zero by the kriging. Not to
take in accountthis externalaureoleinevitably introducethereforea cause

of systematical
errorby over-estimation
whichcanbe eliminatedby kriging.
7D. G. Krige'soriginalreasoning
constitutes
a secondexampleof an implicitpassage
from
classical
statisticsto geostatistics.It is essentially
basedon the fact that the varianceof a panel
is alxvayslower than that of its insidesampling. For references,
see "Treatise of Applied
Statistics."
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In the presenceof a strong nugget effect the general rules outlined in
the above paragraphs may suffer some apparent objections. The nugget
effect has been defined in Figure 1 by a variogram characterizedby a discontinuity at the origin, and correspondingto a regionalizedvariable that does
not have the "in average" continuity. Its nature may be purely granulometrical, as in gold or diamond deposits, or, more generally, it may reveal
the existence of discontinuousmicro-structures. The presenceof veinlets
or microfractures with high-grade fillings in a stock•verkmay promote such
an effect. In gold deposits,the grades of two very closeor even adjoining
samplesmay be different if, by chance,one of them containsa large nugget.
The smaller the samples,the more important this effect is, and it may reach
a considerablemagnitude for samplesof severalliters in volume. A translation of somemillimetersonly of the geometricalsupportof a sampleis enough
for it to contain or not a large nuggetable to modify its grade in a proportion
of 1 to 10 or 1 to 100. The possibilityfor a marginal nuggetto be embodied,
or not, inside a sample appears as an entirely random event. Actually,
however, the behavior of the grade can be consideredas random locally only.
If it were not so, the panels of several thousand tons, on •vhich marginal
nuggets have no more detectable effect, •vould present almost constant
grades (their variance being then a million times lo•verthan that of samples
of several kilograms). It is •vell kno•vn that actually, even in gold deposits,
there are rich panelsand poor panels. But this random effect may locally
be so strong that it entirely hides the underlaying regionalJzation. The
frequencyof someexpressions
suchas "erratic," "monstrous,"or "mammoth
grades"etc....
alluding to an hypotheticalanomalousbehaviorof mineralization in the literature devoted to these depositsis striking. Certain13
the classical statisticians •vere right when they noted that there •vas no
actual anomaly, and that those monster grades, actually existing in the
deposit,appearedfrom time to time in the sampling,with frequencydetermined by random la•vs. Historically, a clear distinction bet•veen the
notionsof regionalizedand aleatory variables was doubtlesslyhamperedfor
a long •vhile by the fascination arousedby this nugget effect. It appears,
from the geostatisticalpoint of view, that in fact, the ingeniousterminology
•vas not •vrong •vhile suggestingthe existence of some anomaly; but the
aberrant fact is not the presenceof some "anomalously" high grades,but
rather the locally aleatory behavior of all the grades, high or lo•v, as •vell as
in the deteriorationof the spatialcorrelationsgrid. Thosemammothgrades
of the ingeniousterminologyare not aberrant by themselves,but the fact
that they are not assortedwith influence zones is so. And, on the other
hand, classicalstatisticians •vere right stressingthe facl that the apparitions
of theseaberrant gradesare ruled by random la•vs. But they failed to note
that the phenomenoncan be consideredas aleatory locally only.
Without trying to make a systematical statement,• let us show-briefi•
how geostatisticsallow us to representa nuggeteffect. I,et us examinethe
See Treatiseof Applied Geostatistics,
Vol. III.
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•,(r) semi-variogramrepresentingthe third type of Figure 1. We shall stick
here to the casewhere •, (r) is an isotropicfunction (in other words depending
only upon the r modulusof the h vectorial argument). The C discontinuity,
or jump, noticed at the origin on the •, (r) of a variable with punctual support,
is called nuggetconstant. H(r) being Heaviside'sfunction, thus defined:

H(r)
=1 r>0

H(r) = 0

r = 0

the semi-variogram may be divided into 2 components:
•'(t') = C_•_]'(r)-Ai-q/i(/').

(15)

The first component CH(r) representsthe pure nugget effect. The second
one '•1(r), continuous at the origin, represents the underlaying regionalization.

All the variances and the covariances that have to be introduced,

may then be calculated as if the variable x (M) with punctual support was
the sum:

x = x0q-e

(16)

of a theoretical regionalized variable x0 following the •,(r) dispersionlaw
continuous at the origin, and of an aleatory e variable with a zero average
and C variance.

FIG.

4.

The x0and the eare independent,and the • assignedto two distinct points
even very close, are independent as well.

If we limit our study to the varia-

tion of the punctual grade x in the proximity of a given point, or, in other
words, we consider only the small values of the distance r, •'l(r) will vary so
slightly that it might be taken for a constant equal to C. The locally detectable variations are to be assignedalmost solely to e. That is what we
mean when we say that the regionalizedvariable behaveslocally as an aleatory variable. But, on a larger scale,i.e., for higher values of r, the increase
of the continuous component •,•(r) can no longer be neglected and the
regionalizationof x0 becomesperceptibly apparent.
As a matter of fact, the Heaviside function doesnot representwith entire
satisfactionthe random aspectof the behavior of a punctual variable. Unless we supposethe constant C to be infinite, the term CH(r) will lose all
influence over the variance of a sample of a size different from zero. It is
automatically eliminated in formula (4). It means that the mean value of
the • independent aleatory variables, located in infinite number inside an
unpunctual support, has compulsorilya zero variance.
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The notion of a random variable e with a punctual support has actually
no physical meaning. The actual physical phenomenon will never involve

a true discontinuityat the origin but a narrow transitionzone in the proximity of r = 0. H(r) must be replacedby the transition function T(r, a)
defined by:

T(•,
a)- r if r• a

T(r, a) = 1

if

r > a.

The a constant,or range,givesthe scaleof the transition zone, that is to say
the size of the nuggets. In the case of homogranular nuggets of same
volume

u it is shown that:

The intrinsic function •(r) of a punctual grade is decomposedin the
following way:

v(r) = CT(r, a) -3-vl(r).

C is still the nuggetconstant,and '•1(r) the continuouscomponent.
The punctual gradex can be given by a sum similar to (16) in which e is
a regionalized variable admitting CT(r, a) as its intrinsic function. Now
the • are only independentfor distancessuperiorto the range a. For smaller
distances they are bound by a linear variogram. The nugget effect will
thereforereflect itself on samplesof sizev different from zero. If v is large
in regard to the grain size a• the transition zone will be diluted in the integration volume v, and the nugget effect will yield an additional variance of

the type a3/v. Indeed, let •? (nuggetvariance) be the shareof CT(r, a)
for the varianceof samplev. Accordingto (4) we have to computeintegrals
of the type:
C

vwfff,
av(;ffJ'(r,a)av'2
.
If all sizesof v are supposedto be large in regard to a, each point inside v
brings to the sextuple integral the following part:

c(v-

3)+aC

4•rrgdr
= C v- õ aa '

This is valid only for points located at a distancesuperiorto (a) from the
boundary of v; but, when v is large, the boundary points only interfere with
superiororder terms. With such an approximation,the sextupleintegral
is equal to C(1 - (,r/3)(ayv)).
As the integral inside V is computed in the same way, we finally have

ß
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Practicallya•/V is negligibleand the nuggetvarianceis in termsof a3/v,
i.e., in an inverseratio to the numberof grainscontainedinsidethe sample.
Any time a nuggeteffectdoesexist,i.e., anytimea regionalized
variable
showsa locallyaleatorybehavior,
an additionalvarianceis assigned
to macroscopicsamples,callednuggetvariance,inverselyproportionalto theirsize.
The varianceof thosesamplesappearsas the sum:
0-2 :

O'p2 •

0¾2

of the nuggetvarianceand of the theoreticalvarianceod calculatedwith the
continuouscomponent•l(r) of the intrinsic function.

Whenv is increasing,
the theoreticalvarianceis decreasing
muchsloxver
than the nuggetvariance. In the presence
of a very strongnuggeteffect
•vsmayhappento bewidelypredominating
forsamples
of severalkilograms.
The underlyingregionalization
is almostcompletelyhiddenat the scaleof
these samples. If we limit the variation of the volume v in the interval of

a few liters up to tensof liters, the experimentallyobservablevariationsof

the variancewill be thoseof the nuggetvarianceeffectonly,and we may
take the risk to conclude that the variance varies in inverse ratio of the
volume.

Whereasif we consider
samples
of severaltensof tons,the term •va
decreases
anddisappears,
andthetheoretical
variance
•d becomes
prominent.
The effectof the underlyingregionalization
appearsagainand the variance
is steadilydecreasing
asv is increasing,
but muchslowerthan 1/v.
We havesomewhatinsisteduponthe nuggeteffectin orderto show,
througha crucialexample,howgeostatistical
concepts
allowusto rediscover
thelocalresults
thatarefluentlyobtained
fromcommon
statistical
reasoning
(nugget
variance
inversely
proportional
to volume)butinserting
themin the
generalprospectof an underlyingregionalization.As for the practicaluse
of thistheory,let ussucccinctly
mentionthe two followingpoints:
In the presenceof a nugget effect, the extensionand the estimation

variances
arebothincreased
by a termC0r/3)(aS/v)inversely
proportional
to the totalvolumeof availablesamples
and,therefore,
in particularto the

numbern of thosesamples. In this regard,the additionalestimationvari-

ancedueto the nuggeteffectbehaves
itselfas the sampling
and analyses
variances,and may be rearrangedwith them.

As for the kriging,the nuggeteffectresultsin partlyremoving
all the
screens.Practically,we are led to usethe specialformsof krigingcalled
"aleatorykriging"whicharenot differentfromthoseproposed
formerlyby
D. G. Krigehimself,in connection
with the golddepositof the Rand,in
whichthenuggeteffectis probablyverystrong.
SEARCH FOR OPTIMUM

IN MINING

EXPLORATION

Geostatistics
areable,throughestimation
variances,
to providean accu-

rate measurement
of the informationyielded,by a givenamountof under-

groundworkings
on a deposit.Generally,
theseworkings
are expensive,
andtheircostmustbeweighed
against
theeconomic
valueof theprovided
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information. Thus appears the possibility to determine the optimum
amount of credits to be allocated for the exploration of a deposit, and particularly the possibility to choosethe suitable moment for stopping the
exploration, as well as for taking a positive or negative decision towards
starting the exploitation of the deposit. These methods, permit one to
solve,at leastpartly, oneof the main problemsraisedby mining exploration,
will be publishedin anotherconnection,and cannotbe treated here. Let us
only, as a conclusion,stressthe fact that they appear as the natural extension
of geostatistics. The possibilityof their adjustment was bound to the preliminary elucidation and to the thorough scientific study of the different
ideas which have been summarized in this paper.
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